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This new Schottenstein Interlinear Series will elevate the standards of prayer for countless Jew for

generations to come.
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I'm a Chazzan (Cantor) in an Orthodox synagogue in the Greater Vancouver area, and I think that

this siddur is simply excellent.The interlinear translation is easy to see in your periphery, ensuring

that you will understanding what you are saying, without having to lose your place in your davening

by looking over at the English side (as in a regular siddur). Another very nice feature is that the print

is significantly larger than in the regular Artscroll siddur, making it easy to use on the bimah.Having

only owned this wonderful creation for less than a month, I cannot even think of going back to

non-interlinear. While my Hebrew is decently strong, we all know that our prayers are in Biblical

Hebrew (or Aramaic), and I find this siddur an excellent tool, and a perfect addition to anybody's

siddur collection.Recommended for... everybody.

I must say I truly love using this Siddur. It makes it much easier for me to concentrate when I am

davening. At first, it takes time to adjust, but after a few weeks of using it, it's hard to use anything

else. It is especially helpful for a quick translation of a word. (The regular Artscroll Siddur requires

locating the word inside of the paragraph.) This addition also has some new features that older

versions don't have such as the Bed Time Krias Shema is included after Maariv. It also includes an

interlinear Pirkei Avos (Ethics of our Fathers) with a little bit of commentary, which is really nice. It is

a joy to use this siddur, and I feel like it truly enhances my Shabbos!



I started using the ART Scroll Siddur in 1986 and I have always felt that it was the best siddur for

content, understanding, what to do and when to do it with great commentaries, Perchei Avos, Torah

readings, Tihillim etc. This new Interlinear Siddur has all of the forgoing and more including larger

print and definitions under each word. I've had it for a month and am learning more Hebrew words

than ever before. I really couldn't learn Hebrew readily before but now I'm learning Hebrew

gradually but far more easily. Buy It!

if you're looking for a siddur online, you will probably be overwhelmed with the choices! even with

my Hebrew teacher telling me which one to look for, I still had trouble picking one out. but I'm really

glad I got this one.the only drawback is I got the hardcover, which is heavy! (there may be a

paperback version, I'm not sure, but this one has a good type size so I probably would have bought

this anyway.)this siddur is an "intralinear" one, which means it has the English translation right

below the Hebrew. they've done a great job with punctuation and other marks and you can actually

understand the left-to-right-reading English translation while you are reading the right-to-left-reading

Hebrew.this is the "Sabbath and Festivals" edition, and it has all the prayers I will ever need: the

Shema, the Mourner's Kaddish (with a transliteration "cheat" in the back of the book if you don't

read Hebrew), readings for the holidays, and a whole lot more.highly recommended

ArtScroll produces magnificent books. Period! The Schottenstein Interlinear editions are remarkable.

I also love the fact that the Interlinear books are printed with a little larger Hebrew type font that

makes it easier to read. Two other things about ArtScroll books in general: (1) The editors go to

almost super-human efforts to make sure that there are NO errors and that all translations are as

accurate as possible. (2) They are published from a Jewish Orthodox perspective.

Great Siddur. The words of davening are so beautiful and it is a shame that many of us go through

our lives not understanding major parts of it (especially Psukei D'Zimrah). It takes a little getting

used to, but the payoff is a more meaningful davening instead of mumbling words you don't

understand while thinking about work or what kind of food there will be by the kiddush.

I bought this as a gift for someone who reads but doesn't understand hebrew. He is overjoyed with

the ease of reading inter linear and knowing which words match up.



My husband loved his gift!! He studies it constantly and is amazed at the treasure he finds in it daily!
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